Ref.Q-18/UG/2018/13-MCC

Dated: 13.09.2018

NOTICE
All the participating institutes/colleges of Deemed/Central Universities of
Online Undergraduate (BDS) seats counselling: 2018 are hereby informed
that as per the Gazette Notification No. 225 dated 11.06.2018 and
admission schedule notified by the Dental Council of India for first Under
Graduate (BDS seats) courses for the year 2018-19, the last date of
admission for Under Graduate Course (BDS) for the academic year 201819 is 15.09.2018. In order of merit complete list of eligible candidates has
been provided to Deemed/Central Universities for conduction of BDS seats
Stray Vacancy Round as per their admission rules and policy.
Colleges/Institutes/Universities kindly be note that all the allotments made
against the Stray Vacant Seats shall be in the order of merit and must be
in fair and transparent manner.
A lot of representation was also received by this office from
colleges/institutes of Deemed Universities regarding conversion of vacant
NRI seats to Management/Paid seats and Nationality of candidates from
Indian to NRI. In this regard, it is directed to all the colleges/institutes that
conversion of seats from NRI to Management/Paid seats and Nationality of
candidates from Indian to NRI may be done at their own level following the
guidelines passed by the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in W.P. (c)
No.689/2017- Consortium of Deemed universities in Karnataka
(CODEUNIK) & Anr. Vs. Union Of India & Ors.) Dated 22- 08-2017 and
principles set out in Anshul Tomar (supra) case. All the conversions made
by the college for change of nationality are required to be reported at the
email adgme@nic.in along with relevant documents.
All the colleges/institutes/universities kindly be note that any legal
complication arising out of the allotment made by the colleges during the
BDS seats Stray Vacancy Round are to be dealt by the respective colleges/
universities and individual college /institutes will be held responsible for
any arising issue.
contd….

---2---Colleges/Institutes are further advised to generate the admission letter
through the intramcc portal (intramcc.nic.in>>>institute login (using
acadmin id)>>> Admission Stray Vacancy) after giving the admission
to the eligible candidates during Stray Vacancy Round (BDS seats). Failure
in generating the admission letter in online mode or entertaining the
admissions of Stray Vacancy Round in Offline mode/ after 15 th September,
2018/ outside the list provided by MCC/DGHS, will not be considered for
admissions and names of such candidates will not be forwarded to the DCI.

In the public interest candidates are also advised to communicate
with the respective colleges regarding the eligibility and admission
policy before approaching the college.
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